
Design of Yagi Antennas
BY FREDERICK W . BROW N", W6HP H

This article covers basic end-fire array theory and presents, for the
firs t time, a design method for Yog is that will produce maximum

•gam.

Y
AGI type antennas have a strong appeal to
the amateur because. within a limited gain
region. they yield more gain for the amount

of space consumed than most any other form
of array. None the less. there seems to be some
mystery as to how Yagis work and little practical
knowledge available (ou tside of a tedious cut
and- try procedure) for building high perform
ance models.

The experimenter who builds a Vagi from
dimensions published in a magazine article or
handbook will almost always be disappointed in
the results if he bothers to measure gain by the
honest methodt. The published design usually
falls far short of optimum performance because
more often than not the dimensions were arrived
at by guesswork in the first place; and the gain
was then usually checked (if it was checked at
all) by a measurement procedure of doubtful
veracity. Factory made Yagis are little better, in
fact some are evidently made directly from
dimensions published in the handbooks.

The method outlined here. if properly applied.
gives optimum performance every time. What's
more, it does not requ ire element pruning and
the whole process is accomplished almost in less
time than it takes to tell it.

But before getting into practical Vagi design.
let's be sure we understand some of the elemen
tary principles involved.

How They Work

Yagis belong to a class of antennas known as
end-fire arrays. most of which can be concep
tually separated into two parts: a launcher and a
stow-wave structure. For the case of a conven
tiona! Vagi. the launcher is customarily a dipole
reflector combination. and the slow-wave struc
ture a string of directors. This configuration is
usually the most practical in terms of such things
as weight and wind resistance. but is by no means
the only form an end-fire array may take.

For instance. a corner reflector or horn may
be used for the launcher. and one of the most
effective Vagi designs from a bandwidth sta nd
point uses a V ante nna launchers. The slow-wave
structure also may take many different forms.
such as a dielectric rod or any form of artificial
dieleclric (a string of directors may be regarded
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as an artificia l dielectric structure) .
It is important to understand how any antenna

achieves gain. Because it is a passive device. it
can only rad iate as much power as is fed into it.
Gain comes about by taking power that would
otherwise be wasted in a wrong direct ion and
concentrating it in the desired direct ion. Gain
therefore implies directivity and the re can be
no such thing as an antenna with gain in all
directions (in 3 dimensions).

Looked at from a receiving standpoint. we
know that the signal delivered to the receiver is
proportional to the gain . Since the power de
livered to the receiver is extracted from the pass
ing electromagnetic wave. it is logical to view
the receiving antenna as an aperture with a given
"capture area."

Suppose. for instance. we have a receiving
antenna with a capture area of 2 square meters.
If the incident electromagnetic wave has a field
strength of 3 micro-micro watts (or more cor
rectly. 3 picowatts ) per square meter, our an
tenna would deliver 2 X 3 = 6 picowatts to the
receiver. (T hat may not sound like much power,
incidentally, but 6 X 10-12 watts is really a fair ly
strong received signal) .

Since we know from reciprocity that the trans
mitting and receiving gains are identical; gain.
directivity. and aperture must go hand in hand
and contrary to what is often believed we never
have one without the othera.

For a broadside type of array. the relation
ship between gain and apertu re is intuitively
evident since the effective aperture is approxi
mately equal to the physical area (fo r a well
designed ante nna) . and the signal delivered to

aA lmost never. A ctually it is po!UibJe to have directivity
without gain if the antenna is inefficient (I~s)'). Most
practical antennas, however. exceed 90lf efficiency.
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Fig . l -Actio n of th e inco ming wav~front a s it ~ncou n·

te n the slow-wove structure. As the plane wavefront
moves toward the launche r, a dent is gradua lly pro
d uced, (B) and (C), ca using the r.f. energy to conve rge

onto the feed a s indicated by the a rro ws.



~ig . 2-Cho~t showing how th e optimum phose ve locity
tnereoses With le ng th for a yogi. Fr. e spoce ve locity

(ve kJcity of light) is indicated by the dotted line .
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the optimum phase velocity as a function of
array length (measured from the feed point to
the far end ). Not ice that as the array length in
creases. the optimum phase velocity approaches
that of free space. But free space veloci ty is
just what we have without a slow-wave structure;
i.e., with the launcher alone. So in the very
narrow interval between free space velocity and
optimum phase velocity, the gain must change
from that of the launcher alone to maximum
gain for a Vagi of that length . Since the interval
becomes narrower as the array length increases.
it is not surprising that long Yagis are much
more critical to design and adjust than are short
Yagis.

The power gain of a classical end-fire array
is proportional to length; so ideally 3 db should
be added to the gain every time the length is
doubled. In practice, however, this 3 db is seldom
realized, and in fact is never realized for long
Yagis. Figure 3, after Ehrenspeck and Poehler!
shows the relation between gain and length that
may be expected for Vagi antennas. This curve
is considerably lower throughout its extent than
would be indicated by many Vagi antenna gains
claimed in the past. These optimistic gain figures.
however, are explainable in terms of the meas
urement techniques adoptedt. Figure 3 was de
termined under precise laboratory conditions and
has been experimentally confirmed elsewhere. II
can be accepted as the maximum attainable gain
for a Vagi of given length.

Notice in fig. 3 that the rate of growth of gain
vs. length diminishes with increasing length. A
short or moderately long broadside array of
dipoles will show less gain than an equal length
Vagi. I':S rate of growth (power gain is directly
proportional to length for a broadside array)
~oes not diminis.h as rapidly. however, resulting
10 a crossover pomt beyond which the Vagi shows
tess gain than an equal length broadside array
This crossover occurs at about 10 wavelength~
for a broadside array of half wave dipoles; at
about 6 wavelengths for a broadside array of
full wave dipoles; and at abou t 21h wavelengths
for a broadside array of half wave dipoles backed
lip by reflectors. Of course. both the dipole-re
flector array and the full wave dipole array are
somewhat clumsier than a Vagi of equal length.
b~t .t~e comparison d~s show that a point of
dlmlOlshmg return eXists for very long Yagis.
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Fig. 3-Chort showing the relationship between maxi
mum attainable gain and length for a yogi antenna.

After Ehren speck and Poehler.
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the receiver is simply proport ional to this area.
There is some uncertainty, however. as to just

how the end-fire array acquires its large aperture;
which, of course, it must have if it exhibits gain.
We often hear the incorrect statement, "The Vagi
makes a good transmitting antenna because of
its power gain, but is ineffective for receiving
because of its small capture area: ' Looking at
theYagi head-on (as does the inco ming signal) ,
It IS understandable how this misconception
arises, for all we see, in effect, is a half wave
dipole, and would expect an aperture similar in
magnitude. How, then , is the large aperture
achieved?

Remember that the end-fire array consists of
a slow-wave structure placed ahead of a launch
ing (or catching ) device ( fi g. 1). Notice what
happens to the incoming wavefront as it moves
toward the launcher. Th at part of the wavefront
ncar the stow-wave structure is stowed down

• •
making a dent or depression in the wavefront
(fig. Ib }. Now since the direction of propagation
for an electromagnetic wave is always normal
(perpendicular ) to the wavefront. the effect of
the dent is to focus the r.f. energyonto the launch.
er (fig. 1c), thereby greatly increasing the signal
delivered to the receiver. In very naive terms.
we might say that the Vagi actually "sucks in"
the r.f. Hence its large effective aperture or cap
ture area.

Viewed as a transmitting antenna, just the re
verse action takes place, the launcher radiates a
spherical wave, but that part of the wavefront
near the slow-wave structure is retarded, pro
ducing an approximately plane wavefront at the
end ~f the array. Because the direction of energy
~ow I.S normal to the wavefront, all of the power
rn this front will be rad iated in approximately
the same direction-the condition that gives rise
to directivity and gain.
. From t?is s!mplified and qualitative explana

non we might Jump to the wrong conclusion that
the more the wave is slowed down. the greater
will be the gain. Actually, there is an optimum
value of wave velocity (or phase velocity) which
depends on the array length. Any departure from
this optimum (especially a lower velocity) will
result in reduced gain. The optimum veloci ty is
that which will produce a phase shift at the end
of the slow wave structure of about 1800 over
what would occur in free space. Figure 2 gives..
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Design Technique

We have seen th at the most important param
eter involved in the design of end-fire arrays is
the phase velocity. For the case of a Vagi, th is
velocity is de termined by fo ur facto rs listed here
in order of thei r relative influence:

( I) directo r length
( 2) director spacing
(3) director d ia meter
(4) boom diameter

T he phase velocity is lowered by increasing ele
me nt length. eleme nt diameter, o r boom diam
eter ; or by decreasing the spacing.

It is importan t to rea lize that there are un
limited combina tions of these four fac tors that
can yie ld one a nd th e same phase veloc ity a nd
only one factor need be contro llable in o rder to
construct a Yagi with optimu m phase velocity
a nd maximum gain. Of the fou r. the one that
lends itself to easiest control is the second: ele
ment spacing. An optimum Yagi may be con
structed from directors of fixed length by simply
adjusting the spac ings fo r ma ximum forward
gain. Shorter d irectors will require closer spac
ings and co nseq uently more elements per un it
length. Although there is no gain advantage to
either close or wide spacing, since gai n depends
only on the total array length , a close spaced
a rray does have a slight ba ndw idth advantage
that is purchased at the expense of increased
wind resista nce.

Figure 4 shows the recommended experimental
setu p fo r making optimum Yagis. The directors
are la id across wooden rails and can be slid back
a nd forth by means of a notched stick. T he
spacings are adjusted for maximum received
signal from a signa l sources placed sufficiently
far away to meet the distance requirementst.

The rails upon which the elements rest are
designed to have as little effect on the wave
velocity as possible. T hey are made from th in
wood and are o riented so that their wide dimen
sion is norm al to the elec tric fie ld . Also. the rails
are kept as fa r as possible from the element ends

~ Hrow n , F. W ., " A Solid State Signal Source for 144,
432, and 1296 Me." CO. May 1961, page 32.
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Fig . 4-Sugge lted ex perime nta l setup fo r de yel o ping
optimu m yo gi s.
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whe re voltage grad ient is ma ximum. T he frame
supporting the ra ils should hold the Vagi at least
its boom length a bove the ground. It should be
constructed so as to place as little material as
possible near the a ntenna , and jo ints near the
rails should preferably be made without nails
o r screws.

The adjus tment procedure should be carried
out at a site reasonabl y free of reflections, ideally
an open field.

An attenuator pad! placed in the transm ission
line to the receiver is usually necessary to insure
a matched load for the a ntenna. and to wipe out
any r.f. stage gain variat ion due to impedance
changes.

Since small differences in signal strength a re
pract ically invisible on a n S-meter (due to its
logarithmic nature), a v.t.v.m. connected to
the receiver second detector should be used for
the signa l indicator. A.v.c., of course, is turned
off. If the detector is operated in its square law '
region, an addi tiona l 2 to 1 magn ification of
small gai n changes is provided.

The procedure for determining optimum ele
ment spacings is as follows:

( 1) With everything ready as in fig. 4, set the
d ipole and reflector in place and connect to the
receiver. Optimum reflec tor spacing is always
If,a wavelength, regard less of the number of
d irectors used. Notches for the d ipole and re
flector may be cut in the rails since th ese ele
ments will not be moved. Tune in the signal and
set the r.f. gai n control for about 1 volt d .c.
ou tput.

(2) Place the first two directors ahead of the
dipole and, standing well behind the reflector,
adjust the director spacings with the notched
stick for maximum meter reading. At this point
the dipole may be matched to the line (only the
first few directors will a ffect the dipole impe
dance). If a folded dipole and twin lead trans
mission line are used. a qu ick and easy match
may be achieved with aluminum foil wra pped
a ro und the twin lead. Simply adjust the foil
(position a nd length ) fo r maximum meter read-
•mg.

(3) Add the third director, placing it well out
in front of the first two, and then adjust all direc
tors for maximum signal starting with the sec
ond. Go over all spacings at least twice since
there is some interaction; and then readjust the
match. Beyond this point the match shou ld need
no further readjustment.

(4) Add the fourth d irector. again placin g
it well ahead of the others and adjust all di
rectors starting with the third, then the second,
the first, and finall y the fo urth.

(5) Proceed as in (4 ) with the other directors.
repeaking all every time a new one is added.
You will find the average spacing increases as
the a rray length increases. in agreement with
fig. 2. When a new director is added, it is placed
well ahead of the o the rs to make room for thi s
increased spacing.
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Fig. 5-0irector and reflector lengths may be deter-
min ed from the chart above.

As ment ioned earlier. director lengths are not
critical within certain limits. A good value for
the director len gths. as a funct ion of their dia
meter. is given in fig. 5. All directors a re made
the same length, there is no advantage whatever
to progressively shortened directors. Ehrenspeck
and Poehler have found that director spacings
greater than 0.4;\, result in a sharp drop in gain.
Accordingly, if the spacings tu rn out to be
greater than 0.4;\' . it would be wise to shorten
all directors by a few percent and start over.

Optimum refl ecto r length is likewise not too
critical. and a good value for the reflector length
as a funct ion of its diameter is a lso shown in
fig. 5. •

(6) That's about all the re is to it . When the
Vagi reaches the desired length (remember fig.
3). simply measure the spacings and drill the
boom accordi ngly. As mentioned before. the
boom will have a slight effect on the phase
veloc ity, and may or may not significantly affect
the gain. depending on the boom diamete r. rna
terial. and the array length. The boom's effect
may be tested by temporarily laying it a top the
directors and noting its infl uence on the rece ived
signa l. Remem ber tha t the wooden rail s a lso
have a slight slowing effect on the wave which
will at least part ially compensate for the boom's
presence in the final model.

The only remaining problem is to permanently
match the dipole to the transmission line. Meas
urements at 432 me ind icate that the dipole
impedance is reduced to about one half by the
presence of the parasitic elements. This reduc
tion is much less than has been reported. else
where. probably beca use of the different design
methods employed. A 2 to I s.w.r. is easy to
match with the aluminum foil technique. There
is more than one position along the line. of
course, where the foil will eliminate standing
waves. The correct position is that nearest the
dipole . When the proper length and position
have been found, the foil section may be
wrapped with tape and the whole th ing doped
with paint to make it weatherproof.

A Simple Mobile
Accessory Cutoff Circuit

BY JACK MYERS*. W 5KKB

engine is being started. One heavy duty relay is
used. It must be rated for the full accessory cur
rent and have normally closed contacts. A I·
though a commerc ial unit is specif ied. any sur
plus 12 volt d.c. relay meeting those specifica
tions would be satisfactory.

The leads which carry the fu ll accessory cu r
rent should be of wire the same gauge or heavier
than that used for the auto ignition switch
wiring. •

12¥ F,OIT\ Slarleo
SoIenoO:J Cir(\jot
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- 443 Centenary Drive, Baton Rou ge 8, La.

This simple circuit relieves the batte ry of the acce"ory
loa d current when starting the cor. The relay is a Potter
Brumfield PR.5D. Any , urp lus reloy with a 12 volt coil.
whose contacts can hand le up to 2.5 amps, will do

0' well.
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